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Editorial

To re-join log on to sam1066.org and looking down the left hand column, click on the box
‘Join SAM1066 online’. This will present the new application form. Fill in the details then click
‘submit’ - job done.
As I write this editorial, I should be eating an evening meal at the pub in Wilsford having
completed my first day at the FF Nationals on Barkston Heath Airfield, but no. Rachel and I,
shortly after our return home from the Bethesda indoor meeting developed severe chest
infections and stubborn coughs which laid us both low and put Rachel in hospital for one night.
Come the Nationals weekend we were in no fit state to attend so I had to knock it on the head
and cancelled our hotel. I’m not a happy bunny.
That’s enough griping for now, let’s see what I’ve cobbled together for your entertainment.
It’s the usual mix of reports, articles and reprints of past periodicals.
Peter Hall has done an in depth analysis of Coupe designs to come up with his ‘Opticoupe’ based
on the data he has collected.
Nick Peppiatt continues his indoor articles still with CO2 motor details.
Walsall’s Ian James penned a little piece about his dabbling with canards in the past.
Our Secretary and our Archivist have their usual columns, albeit a short piece by the secretary
due to a well earned break but Roy Tiller continues his research into Performance Kits and Pete
Fisher.
Finally, Rex Woodruff sadly reports on the death of Tony Rogers:
Tony passed away at home on the 7th. April. Tony had been modelling most of his life and was
a long-time member of Swindon MAC.
In later years he joined Bristol & West MAC and SAM 1066 and was a regular visitor to Middle
Wallop flying mainly vintage power models. Our thoughts are with his wife and family,

Editor
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Ray Monks Remembered

-

Simon Dixon

As a boy I can remember Ray
Monks being one of the top
power flyers in the world and a
good friend of my late Father.
I saw him as a hugely
competitive F1C and open power
flyer, whereas before I was
born he was also very active as a
rubber, glider and indoor flyer
as well.
His models were always well
thought out, functional and
nicely built.
At some point in the late 70’s I
remember my father showing me
the full size plans for a Ray
Monks Wakefield and Open
Power model which he had drawn
up for Ray to send to one of the
American magazines as their
models of the year 1969.
So as a tribute to Ray and my
Father, I dug out the plan and
have just built the Power model.
It’s a lovely build with a wing
area of approx 480 sq/in, it
weighed in at 21 oz with a
OS20FP up front - the plan
shows vit and a/r which I left
off as I want it as a no functions
model for SLOP - as yet unflown.
If anyone fancies a go at
making one please get in touch
and I can send them a plan copy.

Simon Dixon .
e-mail:

Dixonfamily100@yahoo.co.uk
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Extract from Model Aircraft January 1960

Life gets Tedious
Keeping up with progress is all very exciting and spectacular, but it can be jolly tiresome. Anything more complicated than
a few sticks of hairy balsa, a lick of dope and a skein of rubber sets me groping for the telly switch. This makes me feel a
bit sorry for the less ambitious of the up and coming generation who'd look pretty silly pottering about with steam age rubber
models when all the big stuff is shunting to and fro between planets.
And the great-hearted public won't go much on the idea either. When little Johnny asks what the big dicky bird is that
the funny man is running after, Dad might not feel in the mood for a long and difficult history lesson.
No, it looks as if the modeller of the future will have to get his supersonic pumps on if he hopes to keep in the running. The
electronic super model of today might well be the kids' stuff of tomorrow, and when you've got to go one better than a
multi-channel jet just to keep face with the neighbours, then it's time you turned in modelling for a stereo-panoramic
telly.
It might well be that his salvation will be some new wonder self-building material, twenty times as light as balsa and as tough
as a broiler chicken. Already the backroom boys have brewed up a plastic five times as light as the pappy root, now available
in ready-made wing lengths. From this we might suppose that the modeller of the future will buy his models by the yard,
haberdashery style. For the do-it-yourself modeller a synthetic balsa will be provided, which, futuristic-ally enough, can
only be cut with an electric razor.
Same Old Twist
Trimming models the old way was just a matter of juggling the wing backwards and forwards, and inserting slivers of balsa
into strategic places. The new way is neither electronic nor atomic, but just the old-fashioned warp given an entirely new
twist.
Steam age stuff, you might say, as you put the kettle on, but the very same warps that gave your model that one
degree under look can, with slight displacement, put you right up in the expert class.
Your only sacrifice will be one of appearance. If you're the pure-in-heart type who likes his model all sweet alignment and
straight, clean living surfaces, then you'll have plenty of room on the sideboard for the budgerigar. If, on the other hand,
you can face the world with a switchback wing, a drunken tailplane, and an off-limits thrust line, then you could be all
set for fame and fortune.
This gives me hope. If there's anything in the theory of a monkey on a typewriter eventually knocking out the complete works
of Shakespeare, then there's a chance that one of my twisted up products might turn out to have the right warp formula
for winning the Wakefield.
Rising Costs
I should have thought the mortality rate amongst radio jobs was quite high enough without introducing Combat, or
should I say, " Aerial " Combat, into the Kamikaze airfield antics. But, I'm the last one to stand in the way of progress,
especially ten pounds of tail-shorn same hurtling downwards.
Being a simple sort of soul, whose technical knowledge begins and ends with a crudely bent motor hook, I can only stand
aghast at all the fearsome machinery flying over, and into, the flying field these days. Some of the aggressive looking
stuff, foaming at the snout, and dripping with expensive gadgetry, makes life hard for a not-so-agile rubber modeller like
myself, but I suffer it with good-humoured patience. After all, one should have a little tolerance for people who have to
go to such extremes to get a kick out of model flying.
With all this technical innovation making almost as big a hole in the pocket as it does in the deck, being a permanent
beginner has its advantages. Just think of the fun you can get out of five bobs-worth of balsa, when all the expert types
have to fork out five guineas per flight per gadget.
Of course you do get some stirrings of inferiority, and a little unlocked for expense, when your rubber job gets in the way
of the general stampede to the radio area, but, even so, look at the money you're saving, not to mention the midnight oil.
Title Deeds
It's encouraging to see the new clubs still springing up with the same old, title coining gusto. A sedate influence is
evident in the Squares Stunt Club. No teenage, rock 'n' roll stuff here, but old time circulating in classical tempo.
We can only hope the name Four Ashes doesn't refer to one of those popular wreckage burn-ups, and that they can
rake up a few members among the embers.
The Girling A.C. seems to suggest a hobby quite other than modelling, for which we suppose the name of the Secretary,
B. Young, provides an interesting clue.

Pylonius
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Bethesda Indoors

-

John Andrews

The wife Rachel and I travelled
north to spend the weekend with
the Martin Pike family in
Bethesda, North Wales and to
do a bit of indoor flying at the
final meeting of his winter
series. Martin’s meetings, in the
Plas Ffrancon Leisure Centre,
are normally on the first Sunday
in the month but due to holiday
commitments he delayed this
meeting until April 22nd. This
change of date and failure of his facebook notifications led to a very low turnout, good for
flying but not for revenue. The cost of hire of the hall is significantly below what is charged
in the midlands, in fact Martin says it would be cheaper to hire the hall for three hours flying
for himself when fuel costs for travelling to other events are considered.
There are few aeromodellers locally so
Martin aims his meetings at families
and to this end provides a box full of
ready built models for the use of any
attendees at no cost. Should the
aeromodelling bug bite anyone, there
are kits for sale at cost for those
infected to try their hand at building.

I had a reasonably good days flying, my ‘Legal Eagle’
No1 performed well enough when I finally got a motor
to hang together, bust three motors but model
damage was minimal. Flights were only a minute or so
but considering the amount of cement and cyno repairs splattered all over the model, it hardly
qualifies as light weight these days.
Picture above shows a patriotic belted modeller in the person of yours truly adding more cement
as tissue repairs were effected. Caitlin Pike, Martins daughter, was suitably unimpressed as
she scribbled away designing aircraft of sorts I assume.
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Had some good flights with my 35cm Challenge model, best timed one 3-29 climbing just to
first rail obstructions. I had a much longer untimed flight which circled well above the first
rails and must have been well over 4minutes. The flight was untimed due to timekeepers Caitlin
and Rachel messing about resetting their mobile phones to stopwatch, unaware of myself
pleading for timekeepers, as I stood in the centre of the hall with my motor cooking. Gave up
waiting and bent down and let the model go, sods law prevailed and the ensuing flight was the
best of the day.
Martin was entertaining his children for some time with a rubber powered velocipede, a kit of
clip together bits that I had acquired from somewhere or other. I imagine it was one of my
daughters more bizarre xmas presents. It was quite effective and would run the length of the
hall at a significant velocity, better than the kids could run. Propeller driven at a curious angle,
to clear the floor I suppose.

Martin had a ‘Kenny Penny’ LPP and
was having difficulty in getting it
to fly properly. Eventually we
twigged that his prop pitch was far
too great and digging into my
flight box, a smaller diameter and
finer pitch prop was unearthed and
fitted. This made all the
difference and the ‘Kenny Penny
was soon flying amongst the roof
trusses.
All in all we had a delightful
weekend, it rained, but not
indoors.
Had a rain and spray splattered
trip back home on the Tuesday
however.

John Andrews
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Engine Analysis: Glo Chief 5cc

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1959-60

Aeromodeller Annual 1959-60
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Letters to the Editor
Chris Boll: Hi,
Further to your excellent May Clarion, l remember Ray Monks at Wellesbourne airfield in the
early 60s, you could see him coming in a bright orange Mini-van, very popular at the time as
they were cheaper than the car having no purchase tax, the snag was you were driving a
commercial vehicle limited to 50mph, in theory.
The club l belonged to then was South Birmingam MFC, which still exists after lapsing for a
few years, l don ‘t know if any other members from then are still active.
On the Southern Dragon, l have one built from a Cambrian kit, which goes well on a very early
Mills 1.3 with 2 channel r/c.
The only snag is that the stepped leading edge (typical of cabin models of the period eg KK
Pirate) is a slight weak point, l over-fuelled mine and in turning too tightly to try and slow the
climb and keep it in sight folded the wing.
The plane came down at full power with the remaining half wing, but suffered no major damage
thanks to long grass. I never did find the other wing half which fluttered away. A new half wing
was built with a bit of strengthening at the centre.
Cambrian are hopefully going to reintroduce the Southern Dragon to add to their existing
range, they are on the web as Cambrian Planes.
Regards
Chris Boll

Glenn Stride: Have just read May issue.

Was interested see Nick Peppiat’s article on Co2
engines and his reference to the ducted fan MIG 15
published in the February 1983 Aeromodeller
I also built this model for a Telco Turbo Tank.
I managed one flight attempt.
The main problem was getting the engine started and
for this reason I did not make any further progress
with this model.
I seem to remember the notes in the article that
accompanied the plan suggesting that the engine could
be started by blowing into the nose intake. However,
this didn’t work for me.
I still have the model and the wooden former on which
I built the fuselage
(my dad made the
former on his wood
turning lathe)
I thought that
Nick
would
be
interested to know
that someone else had also attempted this model.
I would also be interested to know if anyone else has had any success with it?
PS: Have thought about converting it to a K&P electric ducted fan unit.
This however may require a fuselage rebuild.
Best Regards,
Glenn Stride
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London Gala/Southern Coupe Lg.

-

Gavin Manion

The week preceding the London Gala weekend was full of dire weather forecasts. At one stage,
if I remember correctly, xcweather suggested 25-35mph, 4°C, rain and fog! Well at the finish
the forecast wasn't that bad and, fearing falling further behind in the Southern Coupe Lg., I
drove the 130miles to my usual campsite in Tilshead via my traditional fish and chip supper in
Devizes.
At 07.00 I was greeted with a breeze, raw cold and steady drizzle. At this point I have a
considerable advantage over more local flyers in that I cannot simply take one look and roll
over for another couple of hours kip and a warm day at home. I’m going to have to fly.
Brave CD for both days, Gary Madelin, decided to move the few attendees about 1/3rd of a mile
from Saturday’s site, as wet French kisses from the cows downwind had caused a deal of model
damage. We rocked up on a ridge, with upwind trees and a valley about 200 yards downwind.
Turbulence a plenty, but no cows.
As I looked around in vain for familiar coupe flying faces Gary said “oh someone said that
they're not coming” and so it was, with just my name on the sheet. By now the morning had
settled into full cloud cover, only a moderate breeze (at one time Phil Ball’s anemometer said
7-8mph though in the cold it certainly didn't feel like it), and no rain. As the day progressed
we had an occasional little bit of drizzle but it got increasingly breezy and seemingly even
colder, until by about 2pm it was decidedly unpleasant.
What to do? I couldn't remember what, if any, Coupe Lg. points were awarded in a single entry
“contest” but I did know that there was a point for each max. Did I try for that elusive max?
yes, but to no avail. Flights 1 & 2 produced identical sub max scores sucked down into the
downwind turbulence. The double attempt 3rd flight was due to me not noticing the tailplane
packing had dropped out. My guess that it would
have been about 1/16th must have been about right
Wallop September 2014
as my 4th flight was my best of the day (but still
We used to get nice days
12s short). By now it was increasingly windy and
cold and I reasoned that a max was probably
beyond me so I called it a day.
General impressions? Forecasts are a double edged
sword, the first 4hours were certainly flyable
from a weather point of view but the turbulence
would have made F1G flying a bit of a lottery. High
launches were a great help and the electronic F1Hs’
with their 70-80M bunt heights seemed pretty
much at home in the conditions (well at least John
Cooper was).
Finally, Phil Ball’s Dynamite is one impressive
aeroplane shrugging off the weather with its long
strong climb. I really must get my example
finished.
Here's hoping the next round sees a return to
better weather and the usual contingent of flyers.

Gavin Manion
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Fifty Years On

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1950
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Aeromodeller Annual 1950
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Hamilton Twin Pusher

-

Martin Ambrose

A word or two on the above model featured in the
April issue of the New Clarion.
I built an example to enter in the 'A' frame event
at Middle Wallop, as a simple and quick to build
model.
As always, I didn't allow enough time and was still
finishing the props the day before the event! With
the help of a couple of my South Bristol clubmates
it got airborne and flew rather well, much to our
surprise. It hadn't been trimmed, adjusted or
balanced - just put together and wound using a
converted egg whisk.
I won third place in 2009 and have flown it at later events - never bettered that first flight
though! Highly recommended as a first 'A' frame model.
I was shocked at how well it flew!
P.S. - note Peter Michel in background rounding up the competitors for the countdown to launch,
headgear required to shield him from the intense sun!

Martin Ambrose

Mike Turner Launches
The late Jack Clampitt on
extreme left - it was due
to him that I made an
"A" frame to carry on the
tradition in his memory.

Editors note: Right, the late Tony Hall holding his
“A”-Frame that I inherited and used at Wallop
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Condor

From the book - ‘Bill Dean’s Book of Balsa Models’

Bill Dean
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15

16
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Extracted from the book: - ‘Bill Deans Book of Balsa Models’ - ARCO Publishing Co., Inc.

Bill Dean
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Southern Coupe League Rd.3

-

Peter Hall

Third Round Southern Coupe League
London Gala, 29th April ’18. Salisbury Plain
Yes, we all stayed in bed didn’t we? And we all regret it now don’t we?
The weather wasn’t as bad as predicted until later in the day. Rain was supposed to wash out
the day before but there were only spits and spots as the weather people say.
Regret is always the penalty for lack of enterprise.
But no regrets and twelve league points for Gavin Manion, the sole Coupe contestant.
Our scoring system does not reduce points at low attendance events, it rewards enterprise,
persistence, diligence, application, grit.
Gavin now takes third place in the table and he was good enough to write a report on the event.
The next event is the B.M.F.A. Fifth Area at Ashdown Forest, Merryfield(?), Bodmin Moor,
Salisbury Plain, Beaulieu, North Luffenham/Barkston and Sculthorpe.
Don’t forget, only five event scores count in the final reckoning.

Place
1

London Gala Results

Entrant
G Manion

Club
Birmingham

Maxes
0

Score
12

Time

Southern Coupe League Table after Round 3

Entrant

Club

Coupe
De
Brum

First
Area

London
Gala

Dreaming
Spires

Southern
Gala

Odiham

Crookham
Gala

Coupe
Europa

Total

1

R. Vaughn

Crookham

17

13

30

2

W. Beales

Croydon

14

11

25

3

G. Manion

Birmingham

9

4

G. Foster

Grantham

5

P. Ball

Grantham

13
2

12
17

21
17
13

6

B. Whitehead

CM

9

11

=

P. Hall

Crookham

11

11

8

P. Woodhouse

Morley

9

9

9

9

=

K. Taylor

E.Grinstead

10

A. Moorhouse

Vikings

8

8

11

D. Thomson

Croydon

7

7

12

M. Marshall

Impington

5

5

13

R. Elliott

Croydon

4

4

=

W. Dennis

MFFC

2

2

4

=

J. Andrews

Timperley

4

4

16

M. McHugh

Peterborough

3

3

17

T. Bailey

Peterborough

0

=

P. Tribe

B&W

0

=

M. Stagg

B&W

0
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Tracker Yagi

-

Ken Croft

The YAGI [pronounced Yargy as in lager] Aerial.
You can probably manage without one of these until you have a real fly away, but they are built
from scrap plus the price of a plug, so get on with it. The drawing ought to be self-explanatory.
It is made from square
section wood, and 16 swg
piano wire. It is a simple
item but needs to be
made precisely to the
given
dimensions.
It
should be fitted with a
length of coax cable
which is terminated in a
BNC
connector.
The
aerial is used as a hand
held item and the cable
should be long enough to
allow the scanner, into
which it is plugged, to be
clipped onto the user's trouser [or skirt] belt.
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The system in use.
Switch on the scanner, remove the aerial, and leave
the squelch nob fully unwound so that a hissing white
noise" is constantly heard from the speaker. Manually
set the scanner frequency to your bug frequency [your
scanner is unlikely to lock onto the bug signal on a
direct scan due to the intermittent signal]. Turn on
the bug ie connect the battery, and the constant hiss
from the scanner will turn into hiss, hiss, hiss, etc. The
gaps are quite audible, and are the pulses of radio
frequency sent out by the bug. To ensure scanner is
accurately tuned, you can manually nudge the scanner
frequency up step by step, and then down step by step,
until the strongest signal is heard. Store this in the
scanner memory as the main frequency of the bug.
With an aerial fitted, and on this frequency, a full
clear signal will be heard quite some distance away
from the bug, making close up location of the bug [and
model] rather difficult. It is useful to store some
slightly "off" frequencies that the scanner can only
detect, with its little aerial, at quite close range. As
the bug is approached and the signal gets more
distinct, you can then change to weaker reception
frequencies as an aid to location. The rubber duck
aerial supplied with the scanner will give about 400
yards ground range for a 3 volt bug, but with the Yagi
this will at least one mile.
Air range with a Yagi extends to miles. The Yagi gives its strongest signal when pointing straight
at the bug, and a strong but not maximum signal when pointing directly away from the bug. The
rubber duck gives its strongest signal when pointing 90 degrees away from the bug,
i.e.sideways.
And finally....
I am reminded of the tale about the chap who had a golf ball that could not possibly ever be
lost, since it had a radio tracker fitted, a micro satellite navigation system installed, and a
small gamma source for Geiger location. Expensive though it was, there would never be a need
for the owner ever to buy another golf ball.
"Where do I buy such a thing" his pal said, "I could do with one of those".
"I don't know' said the owner, "I found it!"
Ken Croft, 7 Mortain Close, Yarm. Cleveland TS15 9SU
Tel:01642-791645 anytime, but you'll be lucky to get a word in edgeways!
This piece is an extraction from an article on trackers and bugs,
by Ken Croft in the International Flying Model Designer & Constructor
Vol.5 No.2 Winter 1997/98
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Indoor isn’t for Everyone Pt.22

-

Nick Peppiatt

I was hoping to submit a report on the Indoor Scale Nationals, which was held in the University
of Wolverhampton Sports Centre on the 15th April, this month. However, as our esteemed
editor reported in his editorial last month, unfortunately for me, I was unable to attend as I
was struck down by a heavy cold the day before. So many thanks to John for his report.
The competition results are available in the Downloads section of the BMFA website
(www.bmfa.org ), in the ‘Contest Results-BMFA’ folder. However, I’m already looking forward
to next year as I made my first entry to the Indoor Scale Nationals in 1979. Whether I will
get round to building anything new is another matter!
So this month I will continue on the theme of CO2 motors. In response to my comments on the
TurboTank powered MiG 15, OEE John received an interesting email from Glenn Stride
describing his experiences with this design, which is published elsewhere in this edition. He
describes difficulties in starting the motor by blowing into the duct, as detailed in the original
AeroModeller article. I do not recall having this problem, and I cannot think how else I would
have started it. Both Glenn and I would be interested to hear if anyone else had attempted
this model and had greater success.
CO2 Motor Chargers
The chargers supplied with CO2 motors are designed to take cartridge bulbs like those for the
Sparklets Sodastream. The ones shown in the accompanying photo are the traditional green,
and made by BOC. A web search indicates that equivalent bulbs are available. They are no longer
green and cost more than 99p for ten! These bulbs are of the type fitted to the integral loader
of the early OK and KK CO2 motors to be used in one run.

Classic green Sparklets bulbs with box for ten.

Various cartridge bulb chargers, left to right:
Telco, Brown and Modela.

In the later motors, the bulbs are fitted to the charger and a screw is turned to pierce the
cartridge to supply the gas to the charger nozzle. This has a valve, generally a ball bearing
against a plastic sleeve, which is lifted by the motor filling nozzle to allow the gas to enter the
tank. The pressure in the cartridge is around 60 bar and at this pressure the CO 2 is mainly in
the liquid state. Thus, a gas charge is obtained if the motor tank is filled with the charger
nozzle up. If the charger nozzle is down, a liquid charge is transferred to the tank, provided
there is still some left in the bulb. Gas charges are useful for trimming and shorter duration
flights. Unfortunately, these small bulbs only have sufficient CO2 for three liquid charges.
However, Doug McHard in his 1972-3 AeroModeller Annual article describes a useful technique
of using two chargers where the second is used to top up the first after this has been used
for three liquid charges. As a result I fitted my CO2 motors with Telco tank nozzles and
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standardised on the Telco cartridge bulb holder. The early Brown motors have a filler nozzle
diameter of 1.6mm (1/16in), whereas that of the Telco is 2mm. In fact, my later Brown Campus
A-23 has a 2mm filler nozzle diameter and this seems to have become something of a ‘standard’
diameter. The Telco charger is fine for typical UK conditions, but Fritz Mueller in his ‘CO 2 A
Guide for Success’, published in the December 1999 edition of Flying Models and available in
the articles section of the Gasparin website (www.gasparin.cz ), points out that this charger is
not man enough for hot US conditions, claiming that it will blow apart when piercing the
cartridge at 96°F (35°C). At this temperature the gas pressure is too high and the plastic is
too soft. As a result, Fritz recommends the use of metal chargers.

SodaStream steel 35l and aluminium 60l bottles.

CO2 motor loading adaptors for SodaStream bottles,
from left to right:
Telco for 35L, KP Aero for 35L, KP Aero for 60L AlCO2Jet

Conventional thread on 35L bottle, left, and trapezoidal thread on
60L bottle, with KP Aero adaptors

One model photo this month - the 25in Cleveland Viking from
John Watters’ AeroModeller free plan, July1984.
Shown fitted with an. Aerographics Tornado. Was previously
powered by a Shark, which uses the same plastic crankcase.

The larger re-fillable CO2 bottles, such as those supplied by SodaStream are a better filling
source. Originally these were steel 35L bottles, but they have been replaced by aluminium 60L
bottles. For some reason the thread form at end of the bottle was changed from a standard
to trapezoidal, meaning, of course, that a loading adaptor for one does not fit the other. I
obtained my last 35L steel replacement bottles in 2010, and I recently contacted Sodastream
who confirmed that they were no longer available, having been withdrawn in 2011. Adaptors for
35L bottles were made by Telco and Derek Knight (KP Aero). Derek also makes the Sodastream
Alcojet adapter (www.kpaero.com ). The 60L Sodastream bottle has its advantages in that it is
lighter and contains more gas.
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The charger nozzle of the adaptor screws into the body and has a plunger attached to it which
opens the gas valve in the top of the bottle. There is also a face sealing nitrile O-ring static
seal that seals the adapter to the bottle. It is a good idea to release the pressure in the
adapter by unscrewing the nozzle and inserting a tank filling nozzle between motor running
sessions. This is because the CO2 will diffuse into the rubber seal over a longish period of time.
When the pressure is eventually released, this gas will expand causing the O-ring to noticeably
increase in size, a phenomenon known as rapid gas decompression. At atmospheric pressure,
the gas will slowly diffuse out of the O-ring and it will eventually return to its original size.
However, if the internal gas pressure in the O-ring is high enough, its material bonds can be
ruptured, resulting in blistering and cracking.
Next time, I intend to take a look at some of the wonderful Czech produced CO 2 motors, one
of which is the Aerographics Tornado, shown fitted to the miniature Cleveland Viking, an
AeroModeller free plan by John Watters. I have flown this model successfully in a large sports
hall, but I had not flown this model for some years until very recently. It is was also fitted
with a fuse DT, which I have changed to the much more environmentally friendly tube-in-tube
type, described by Peter Michel in the June 2007 New Clarion. I made a number of trimming
flights with gas charges the other evening on Chobham Common, when it was relatively calm.
With a throttle adjustment and a tweak more left rudder trim tab, the Viking was flying in a
nice left-left pattern. I look forward to an even calmer evening when I can try some liquid
charges.

Nick Peppiatt

Coupe Snippets

-

Gavin Manion

Classic Coupe at the Coupe de Brum,
Eagle eyed readers may notice that the
notification for the next Grande Coupe de
Birmingham contains an additional award for
Classic Coupe in the form of a cartoon print by the
recently departed French model flyer and artist
Gerard Pierre-Bes. It is hoped to have the print
personalised to the winner on the day.

I’m grateful to Sergio Montes, editor of Free Flight Quarterly, for
permission to use this image

Vintage Coupe League
He much awaited 2nd round of the new Vintage Coupe League will take place on 17 th June at the
SAM 1066 event on Salisbury Plain.
The points scoring system couldn’t be simpler,
3 for a win, 2 for 2nd , 1 for 3rd (nil points for last!)
The current leader is Chris Redrup and a lovely SAM1066 Trophy awaits the winner.
For a list of the remaining events see the Events and Notices section of this esteemed
publication.

Gavin Manion
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My Canard

-

Ian James

Since the New Clarion is still on the track of anything as a page filler, I thought you may be
interested to see and hear about my one and only foray into Canard country.
The Walsall MAC used to have a trophy for O/D models of every discipline except of course
scale.
Back in 1982 I think it was, my entry for this contest was a canard tractor as shown in the
photo, you can see it has a profile fuselage, an electric Mabuchi A1-7 motor and a prop-in –aslot arrangement.

The basic fuselage was of flat strip which turned out to be very flexible and it was at this
point that I forgot the motto “temper the wind to the shorn lamb”. The ‘wind’ in this case was
the weight of the air forced back & the ‘shorn lamb’ was the Mabuchi A1. This motor had plenty
of “GO” in spite of its small prop.
When I sheeted the fuselage with very thin balsa I reckon I was asking a lot of the ‘shorn
lamb’ what with all that weight of wood, glue, tissue, dope and even a solid fin as well. The job
looked neat enough but for a free-flight model it was very much on the hefty side.
The main and foreplanes were lightly built even by my standards and fitted through slots in
the fuselage. Both slots had provision for increasing incidence. Deep Folly, I know now that the
mainplane should be at zero or near zero incidence. On the field it took me quite some time to
achieve something like the right set-up which must have meant quite a lot of incidence on the
foreplane.
Did the thing fly? Well yes it did but in a heavy laboured fashion. I must add though that it
was very stable.
Knowing what I do today, with modern materials, adhesives and so on, I think it could grab
someone’s interest as a deviation from the norm.

Ian James
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Whither the Coupe

-

Peter Hall

The Standard Average Trendy Optimum Perfect Coupe
If freeflight survives for a couple more decades how would coupes develop? Not very much,
given the progress over the last two decades. However, if today’s aeromodelling participation
rates and age profiles matched those of the 1950‘s you might predict the following. One piece
molded, ultra-light, ultra-stiff, ultra-thin, elliptical dihedral wings with molded-in turbulation
patterns allowing aspect ratios of around 15/1, ultra-thin, ultra-stiff and light carbon props
with variable pitch hubs; micro-electronic 2 gram control packages operating full systems
including thermal sensing and G.P.S. tracking; Tan 3 rubber with double the current storage
capacity. How big? Material and production developments might allow a robust model capable
of being discus-launched, at around 300 sq.” (I will use old money because we’ll be back to £sd,
roods, poles and perches after Brexit), while keeping the weight down to 80 grams total.
Thermal detection advances would guarantee the air. Motors would be reduced to 5 or even 3
grams and field boundary sensing DT’s would prevent fly-ways........ Dream on.
Meanwhile you want to design a coupe. You will want to decide; systems or locked-down, the
wing area and aspect ratio, the tailplane volume and aspect ratio, the fin volume, the moment
arm, the static margin of stability, the wing and tailplane profile camber and thickness, the
centre of gravity position on the wing chord, the prop. diameter and pitch and the motor length
and approximate run time. Unless you are going for an experimental or an off piste model for
extreme conditions you will probably go for what you consider ‘best practice,’ or an average of
the successful coupes that have impressed you, informed by any convincing computer
simulations and of course, your own experience. I decided to re-visit my (limited) reference
library of Free Flight Quarterlies, Free Flight News, N.F.F.S. Symposium Reports and Free
Flight Forums together with my own coupe records, to see what patterns emerge and what
might be a current optimum design. I looked at twenty published, competition winning coupes;
sixteen U K., and four Ukrainian /Russian ‘factory’ coupes, also two computer simulations of the
optimum coupe. Sergio Montez in Freeflight Quarterly, January ’17 looked at fifteen ‘important
models from diverse sources’ from 1950 to 2015 and identified a gradual evolution. He then
gives details of the ‘Trendy Coupe’ which incorporates the trends. He also cites Rene Jossien’s
analysis of French coupes in 1960 to reveal the state of the art in coupe design at that time.
The tables give the model, the approximate date, the wing area, (sources often not clear
whether projected or not); the wing aspect ratio; the tailplane volume coefficient (tailplane
area x moment arm/wing area x average chord; the moment arm is measured from the C.G. to
the quarter chord point on the tailplane and the tailplane area is as on the plan) the tailplane
aspect ratio, and the centre of gravity position on the wing chord.
I don’t include the prop. diameter and pitch and the aerofoil details, my sources are too limited,
and I will leave to you the pleasure of calculating the static margins of stability.
1. R. Jossien’s state of the art ‘Average Coupe’ and S. Montes’ ‘Trendy Coupe’
Author

Date

Area

A.R.

T.P. Vol

A.R.Tp

C.G.

R. Jossien

1960

154

8.5

1.18

3.6

62

S. Montes

2017

192

10.2

1.3

4.5

---
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2: U.K. Locked-down Coupes
Model

Date

Area

A.R

Tpvol

A.R.Tp

C.G.%

Ian Dowsett

1987

206

10.1

1.1

4.7

55

W. Beales

1994

195

9.5

1.5

5.3

65

D. Hipperson

1994

214

13

1.46

4.85

80

Ian Davitt

1998

210

10.3

1.57

5.4

65?

Spencer Willis

1998

238

11.8

1.47

4.29

66

D. Greaves

2001

251

10.2

1.12

3.9

66

George Sharp

2004

237

8.6

1.18

4

66

A. Longhurst

2008

203

9.1

1.37

3.6

60?

Gavin Manion

2010

166

8.7

1.42

3.6

60

A. Brocklehurst

2016

180

10.5

1.57

5

68

210

10.2

1.38

4.46

65.3

Date

Area

A.R.

Tpvol

A.R.Tp

C.G.%

Peter King

1996

195

10.2

1.36

4.14

52

R. Sparrow

2001

180

11.1

1.38

3.7

55 ?

Roger Wilkes

2009

176

12

1.56

5

58

Peter Brown

2010

211

11

1..0

4.27

---

Roy Vaughn

2014

222

12.16

1.05

3.93

41

Peter Hall

2015

194

12.9

1.26

4.74

47

196

11.56

1.27

4.3

50.6

Date

Area

A.R.

Tpvol

A.R.Tp

C.G.%

Burdov

2001

188

10.3

1.13

4.14

55

Bukin

2003

186

14

1.13

4

56

Stefanchuk

2008

176

12.8

1.44

4.14

56

Gorban

2010

198

13.6

1.4

3.8

56

187

12.7

1.3

4

55.75

Averages

2. U.K. Systems Coupes
Model

Averages

3. Factory Coupes (systems)
Model

Averages
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4. Computer Simulation Optima
Author

Date

Area

A.R.

Tp Vol

A.R Tp

C.G %

Peter King

2006

225

13

1.4 ?

4

41

Paul Rossiter

2006

260

10

---

---

---

COMMENT

Wing Area and aspect ratio:
No model class rivals Coupe for the range of wing areas used. Oleg Stoev’s factory coupe was
P30 size at 132.sq.” French practice according to R.Jossien in 1960 ranged from 132 to 222
depending on weather conditions. The factory coupes with full systems and carbon construction
adding weight restrict themselves to 187 average. Based on his survey, Sergio Montes’ ‘Trendy
Coupe’ identifies 192 as his optimum in 2017. UK systems coupes’ average is close to this at
196. U.K. locked- down coupes surveyed average 210 with David Greaves leading the pack with
a 251 sq” model. The biggest of all was C.Corviaux’ giant at 402 sq.” described by Jean
Wantzenriether in Free Flight Quarterly April 2006. King and Rossiter’s simulations point to
further headroom over the average if weight can be held down. Carbon construction allows U.K.
systems coupes and the factory models to use higher aspect ratios. I can detect no other
general trend.
C.G. and tailplane volume coefficient and aspect ratio:
As you would expect, the locked-down coupes have more rearward C.G. positions than those
with V.I.T. in order to reduce the decalage and so help to control the pitch up on the burst.
The UK systems models’ C.G.‘s are 5% more forward than the factory coupes. Tailplane volumes
vary widely from 1.0 to 1.57, the locked -downers on the high side. The small samples of course
render this close to insignificance, but you would expect a hefty T.V.C. to reduce the chance
of the C.G. blundering into the neutral point as it migrates rearwards in pursuit of burst control
if you don’t have V.I.T. Similarly, tailplane aspect ratios vary widely from 3.6 to 5.4, and show
no clear pattern.
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this brief survey was to see if any design trends over the last two decades or
so would point the way to current best practice.
I find no clear trends. Of course, the picture is complicated as it is overlaid by the skill of the
flyer in trimming and picking air and producing fault-free performance so that a mediocre
model may look like a winner.
It might have been more fruitful to survey the flyers. The factory coupes and some U.K.
systems models have features that are an obvious advantage - they’re slick and low drag,
they’re shower-proof, their hubs are properly engineered and instant or delayed prop. release
gives a useful boost to the climb, and V.I.T. manages the flight pattern more effectively.
But there have been no obvious developments except for the introduction of electronic timing
and radio d.t. Nevertheless, in the hands of an expert flyer this type of model must be
superior. Some would say that these are not truly free-flight models, their advantage is usually
nullified by the vagaries of the air, the systems are not reliable or finger-proof and they are
too expensive to lose; but all this is irrelevant to my purpose.
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The wide range in wing area is no doubt due to the preferred flight pattern and the anticipated
weather conditions. Some favour a long slow climb on a large wing, some the opposite. Some go
for small fast- climbing models for windy weather and the opposite for calm conditions. There
is no consensus on the former and extreme weather models are a special case. So, given that
the examples cited are all successful competition-winning models the average wing area might
qualify as optimal. For the sixteen U.K. coupes this is 205 sq.” well below the simulations but a
bit higher than Sergio Montes’ ‘Trendy Coupe’ at 192. Aspect ratio average is 10.7 , close to
Montes’ but surely conservative given Peter King’s convincing graphs which indicate 13 if you
have a slim low-cambered aerofoil (no more than 5.5%). Tailplane volumes and aspect ratios and
C.G positions reflect the flying mode, locked-down or systems, so there is no point in averaging
these over the sixteen models.
So we arrive at last at my optimum coupe. This would have systems and use so-called high tech.
materials and methods of construction. If the weight is kept to the minimum, the wing area
would be a bit higher than average at 210 sq.” as a gesture towards the simulations; the aspect
ratio 12 (with aerofoil camber and thickness no more than 5%); I find that I can get a static
margin of 0.43 with a tailplane volume of only 1.0 and a moment arm of 24.5” I can’t see why it
need be any bigger and I can save weight with the shorter boom. The tailplane aspect ratio is
rounded down to 4.0 (because there’s no need for a high lift-slope and it’s very very very
slightly structurally advantageous) The C.G. position is calculated to result in a zero lift
tailplane (at gliding speed) which would in consequence have a symmetrical aerofoil. Since I’m
allowing my prejudices to intrude I’ll also go for a prop. diameter of about 20” with a P/D ratio
of 1.25 driven by a 9.5” motor. I notice that this is not far off the Peter Brown coupe - and he
used a 20” prop. If I remember correctly it was overweight, but very good indeed so that’s
encouraging.
Model

Area

A.R.

T.P.Vol

A.R.Tp

S.S.M.

C.G.%

Opticoupe

210

12

1.0

4

0.43

46

Peter Hall

SMALL
Gavin Manion

MEDIUM
Phil Ball

LARGE
John White
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

–

Roy Tiller

Report No. 88. Performance Kits continued:
Last month, we started with the first “Performance” advertised kits but prior to that two of
Peter Fisher’s designs were published as plans in Model Aircraft.

The picture above showing Ionosphere (possibly Mk 21, 60” span)
is from SAM 35 Speaks February 1988.
The Ionosphere-8d, 31” span, plan was published in Model Aircraft July 1953.

The Meson picture is from the article accompanying the reduced plan in Model Aircraft March
1955. The full size plan of this 46” span power model is available from Outerzone.
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The obituary below, by Ron Moulton, is from SAM 35 Speaks July 2005
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Continuing now with Peter Fisher’s designs roughly in date order, regardless of whether they
were kits, published in magazines, or appear in his lists. I say “roughly in date order” because,
apart from those published in magazines, the dates are not always certain or apparent.
The Lynx, a stunt/combat 26”span control line biplane appeared in an advertisement in the July
1961 Aeromodeller with the rather unhelpful sketch as seen on the right. Later advertisements
carried the rather more informative sketch seen below left.
Full size plan available from Derick Scott.

Also in the Aeromodeller advertisement for
July 1961 was the first Performance Kits
rubber powered sport/competition model,
the Asteroid a 25” span cabin duration
model. Would it be a competitive “Under 25
inch” model? Maybe it would and maybe not as unfortunately all we have to go on is this sketch
from the advert. No source of supply for a plan is known to exist. So, it is one of those “Please
if you have a plan…………..……..well you know the rest.
Next,
in
an
advertisement
in
Aeromodeller June 1959, were the
Proton 27” span combat model and the
Neutron 36” semi scale glider, full size
plans from Derick Scott and Outerzone
respectively. More of Performance Kits
next month.

Contact- Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309,
email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Way Back

-

Aeromodeller March 1954
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C/L Stunt at Old Warden

-

Eric Hawthorne

Mayfly Old Warden 12th.May 2018
Arriving at Old Warden to slightly overcast skies but light winds, thinking good flying weather.
At 10 o’clock circles were marked out and tables and chairs assembled and contestants booked
in. this meant that the contest started at 11 o’clock with five entries in Vintage Stunt and
three in Intermediate Taster.
Not too many mishaps in the first round but 2 flyers were out in front in Vintage.
Taster Stunt followed on with 2 good flights but Derek Gardiner’s flight ended abruptly
resulting in a broken model. I must confess that at this point the flying of the taster Stunt
pilots was of a good standard.
The second round of Vintage Stunt started in the dry and only one flyer bettered his first
round score. The last two flyers this round finished in the rain which included Trevor Tennant.
Place
1
2
3
4
5

Competitor

Chris Maggs
Dick Stepney
Trevor Tennant
Dave Cowburn
Nick Zotov

Vintage Stunt for ‘The Hewitt Shield’
Round 1
Round 2
239
242
228
198
168
91
165
94
123
82

Final Score
481
426
259
258
205

Model
Ringmaster

Having decided to run a second round of Taster we now only had two entries left and wet
conditions. Both wished to fly, one successfully but with David Feven unable to take off in the
wet grass. This completed the competition and a swift wet trophy presentation followed.
Place
1
2
3

Competitor
John Goldsmith
David Feven
Derek Gardiner

Chris Maggs - Hewitt Shield Winner 2018

Taster Stunt ‘Intermediate’
Round 1
Round 2
91
74
140
65
-

Final Score
165
140
65

Model
Sig Chipmonk
Twister
Twister

John Goldsmith – Taster Stunt Intermediate Winner 2018

I have to announce that this will be the last time I will run this event. I would like to thank all
of the people that have supported me through this, such as Tony field for judging, with Mick
Castell on the later competitions. Hopefully the Hewitt Shield will continue through the South
Birmingham club in the future which I will support.

Eric Hawthorne.
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Secretary’s notes for June 2018

-

Roger Newman

Very little to report this month – mainly due to an extended holiday on the Isle of Mull, from
which we have just returned. No TV, no radio for over two weeks – most pleasant!
Our next event of the season is scheduled for:
Sunday 17th June on Area 8 of Salisbury Plain.
Competitions are:
E36 Electric Power - Vintage Middleweights - Combined Vintage / Classic Glider under 50”
Combined Vintage / Modern Coupe d’Hiver - Vintage / Classic Open Power

It will be followed by two more at the same venue in July. The first being another SAM 1066
meeting on Sunday 15th July & then a rescheduled day for the Croydon Club/SAM 1066 Easter
meeting that was cancelled due to appalling weather, which will now take place on Saturday 28th
July. Full comp schedule for both in next months NC.

Roger Newman

Plans for the month

-

Roger Newman

Glider: Baby Dragonfly
a VeriTru plan that could be a candidate for vintage bungee glider.
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Power: an old American gassy – Mercury Bullet.

Rubber: one for the winter
a peanut scale Farman Moustique, to follow on from Nick Peppiatt’s excellent series of
articles on indoor scale models.

Roger Newman
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My Vintage C/L in B&W

-

John Andrews

A few issues back I made a plea for some of our members to dig into their old photographs and
provide me with copies and a few descriptive words. As seems usual the plea fell on stony
ground so you are going to have to suffer from more from my old Black & White Photo Album
which dates back to about 1948 if memory serves, which it does not do too well these days.
Back then my camera was one from Woolworths costing about 10 bob, it did not have a serious
viewfinder just a single metal rectangle on top. My flying buddy and next door neighbour Ian
had a better camera than I but still just a simple plastic Kodak 2¼ square model using size 120
film I believe. Mine used 127 film for minute pics about 1¾ x 1¼, not good for detail. Both
cameras fixed focus of course. Sounds like I’m writing a photographic article but it’s just to
justify the poor picture quality of these early records.
I have no pictures of my earliest forays into Control-line which consisted of ED Bee powered
various planks of wood, first on thread lines before we discovered steel. My only real
recollection is building a model with a huge elevator with the intention of performing a loop.
Needless to say I failed, as on application of the elevator the model stood up on end and lowered
itself to the ground.
My first aerobatic model was a ‘Small-Fry’ built
from a plan drawn up by Tommy Forrest. Tommy was
one of two experienced flyers that had joined the
club and he had a ‘Small-Fry’ powered by an Elfin 1.8,
the best engine of the era in my opinion. My version
had a Frog 160 Glo which was comparable. All my
aerobatic training was achieved with this model,
even inverted flight. With hindsight I find this
difficult to believe as the model was all stick and
tissue, but never the less it did the job.
There followed a couple of kit models powered by a Frog 500, I had lost the Frog 160 in a
flyaway ‘Slicker 50’, no fuel cut-out or D/T.

The ‘Stunt King’ was the first and it did not last long as the elevator horn pulled out of the
soft balsa tail-plain and subsequent oscillations terminated in the re-kitting of the model.
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The fate of the ‘Musketeer’ I cannot recall nor the
end of the ‘Mercury Monitor’ (right) which I
acquired from one of our group. The ‘Monitor’ was
powered with a plain bearing Amco 3.5 which I had
bought from a model shop in nearby Coventry, a
15mile cycle ride each way.
One thing I recall is the running in fuel mixture for
the Amco which was 50/50 ether and castrolXXL.
You should have seen the black sludge this fuel
excreted all over the wing. The ‘Monitor’ kept
almost shedding its engine as it was a flimsy radial
mounting in the planked fuselage with only two 1/8
ply keys. No amount of Durafix would hold the
thing together for long.
The Amco was a good powerful engine but the constant crashes of those days used to bend the
2BA prop extension fixing, leading to vibration which in turn cracked the crankshaft at the
induction hole. I had three new crankshafts for mine before I gave it best.
Whilst the Amco was still intact I built a couple of versions of a design I cribbed from the
Aeromodeller Plan ‘Happy Harold’.

I did build quick in those days, I visited the local model shop in my lunch hour on Friday and
ordered a sheet of ¼ to be stripped into 2 pieces 1” wide and one ½”wide. These were for the
wing leading edge laminations and the first job on the Saturday was to stick it together. The
next job was to bolt the engine to the bearers and affix the bell crank. The fuselage was then
constructed followed by the wing when the leading edge lamination was dry. I was doping by
tea time and flying on Sunday morning, crashing, repairing and flying again Sunday afternoon.
My aerobatic designs were improving, probably
faster than my ability, this model being
powered by a Yulon 49 which eventually blew
its head off, shearing at the exhaust holes
which were a continuous ring of small holes
around the liner. The later Yulon Eagle was
more conventional. I never owned one but one
of our group did, but who I do not recall.
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Combat also reared its head and for many weeks, perhaps even years, our Sunday sessions were
mostly taken up chewing each other’s models to pieces.

Above are couple of combat models before we went to
flying wings, mine on the left having major front end
repair with aluminium sheet by the look of it, must have
flown like a brick with a nose that length. The one on
the right is one of Ian’s, it was a standard design we
built one or two of and went to a couple of rallies. We
used to come back with the remnants of one model if
we were lucky. Ian made a final once and was using my
last reserve model as it was all we had left between us.
We were flying with AM35’s at this time and we had
trouble keeping them running on song until we realised
that the standard ’Oliver Brew’ (50-30-20 + 2% nitrite)
did not have enough ether for the AM’s and we used
(40-40-20 + 2% nitrite). Those were the days before
nanny H&S got a grip. Ether & nitrite from Boots,
Caster oil by the gallon from a cattle market chemists
John Bickerstaffe & myself giving it
a whirl one Sunday
and ESSO Blue paraffin from our model shop, which was
also a hardware store.
Well that’s enough for this issue, I hope it will get one or two of you to dig out your old photos
and pen a few descriptions. As you can see picture quality is not an issue, it’s the vintage historic
memories that I trust is the main interest for our members. I can enhance picture quality
slightly so please don’t be shy, send me some photos.

John Andrews
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Provisional Events Calendar 2018
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

February 18th

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 4th
March 25th
March 31st

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday

BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
BMFA 3rd Area Competitions
Northern Gala, Barkston

April 2nd

Monday

April 28/29th

Sat/Sunday

May 20th
May 26th
May 27th
May 28th

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

June 17th
June 24th

Sunday
Sunday

SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 5th Area Competitions

July 8th
July 15th
July 21st/22nd
July 28th

Sunday
Sunday
Saturday/Sunday
Saturday

BMFA 6th Area Competitions
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
(Croydon Wakefield Day) Re-scheduled

August 4th
August 18th

Saturday
Saturday

September
September
September
September

2nd Sunday
16th Sunday
23rd Sunday
30th Sunday

October 14th
October 27th

Sunday
Saturday

December 2nd

Sunday

SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
(Croydon Wakefield Day) Cancelled
London Gala & Space, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 4th Area Competitions
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston

Timperley Gala, North Luffenham
Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain
Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 7th Area Competitions
Southern Area Gala, Odiham
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
(Croydon Coupe Day)
BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Midland Gala, North Luffenham
Grande Coupe de Brum, Luffenham

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
–
www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John & Pauline
–
www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
GAD
www.greenairdesigns.com
BMFA Free Flight Technical Committee www.freeflightUK.org
BMFA
www.BMFA.org
BMFA Southern Area
www.southerarea.hamshire.org.uk
SAM 35
www.sam35.org
MSP Plans
www.msp-plans.blogspot.com
X-List Plans
www.xlistplans.demon.co.uk
National Free Flight Society (USA)
www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
David Lloyd-Jones
www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
Belair Kits
www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers
www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website
www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC
www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans
www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control
http://www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand
http://www.modelflyingnz.org

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not
hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not
told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address
(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes/pictures to keep the New Clarion going, please pen
at least one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at.
Pictures can be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are
interested in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews

